Molecular mechanism of opioid receptor selection.
Preferred conformations, orientations, and accumulations of 26 opioid peptides on lipid membranes were estimated and compared with pharmacologic and selective binding data taken from the literature. Interaction with mu-receptors was governed by the net positive charge effective at the message domain of the agonist peptides z(eff) as the Boltzmann term ez(eff) that determines relative accumulation on anionic biologic membranes. Selection for delta-receptors was reduced by z(eff) and correlated with e-z(eff). Selection for kappa-receptors was governed by the peptide amphiphilic moment A. A pronounced scalar magnitude A and almost perpendicular orientation of the N-terminal message domain as an alpha-helix were favorable for kappa-site selection. Potencies as kappa-agonists and binding affinities correlated with A X ez(eff). The classical site selectivity caused by the receptor requirements for a complementary fit of the agonist to the discriminator site is thus crucially supplemented by a selection mechanism based on peptide membrane interactions (membrane requirements). In the model presented here, the delta-site is exposed to the aqueous compartment surrounding the target cell at a distance comparable to or greater than the Debye-Hückel length and is in a cationic vicinity. The mu-site is exposed to the anionic fixed-charge compartment of the membrane in aqueous surroundings. The kappa-site is buried in a more hydrophobic membrane compartment close to the fixed-charge compartment. The relative accumulation of the opioid message domains in these compartments is determined by the address domains and constitutes a major part of the site selection mechanism.(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 250 WORDS)